
 

 

CHAPTER 3   

CORPUS-BASED ANALYSIS ON JIANG’S 17 VERSES 

 

3.1  Introduction 

 The characteristics of Jiang’s verses have been pointed out in several studies. 

Wang (2002) discusses Jiang’s use of words, rhymes, and tones and generalizes his 

verse types in terms of length, tempo and style. Zhao (2003) interprets the functions 

of some musical notations according to the ancient scores. Lin (1992) and Yang (1996) 

transcribe Jiang’s verses into modern scores and provide different versions of readings. 

Apart from the previous research, this chapter gives a corpus-based analysis on 

Jiang’s verses in music, especially in the aspects of structure, rhythm, and tonal 

accordance. The information regarding the research interest is included in the corpus, 

as can be seen in the list below:  

(1) 

a. Indication of line final position    

b. Syllable count  

c. Rhyming positions  
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d. Tonal patterns 

e. Popular notations and secondary symbols  

 Indicating the line final position is for the exploration on the interaction of 

line-final syllables and notations with rest. Including syllable count in the corpus is in 

view of generalizing rhythmic patterns into different types in terms of length. 

Moreover, the reason for marking rhyming positions is to compare the tonal harmony 

of in the rhyming and non-rhyming positions. Finally, the presentations of tonal 

patterns and musical notations are for the comparison of the tonal shapes in language 

and music forms.  

 The serial number of the corpus data is composed of the verse number, stanza (A 

for stanza one and B for stanza two), line number, and syllable count. Data are 

provided based on hemistichs. In addition, an indication, R, is added to the data 

containing the rightmost syllable of a line. An indication, r, is added to the data 

including a rhymed syllable at the right edge. Take (2a) as an example, 01 refers to 

verse one; A1 means the first line of stanza one; 04 shows the syllable count of the 

hemistich. A serial number like 01-A1-03-Rr in (2b) refers to the trisyllabic 

hemistichs in the first line of the first stanza of verse 1. The hemistich contains the 

line-final syllable which is rhymed. Besides, the corpus data are given with the 

ancient notations and their corresponding modern scales. The relationship between the 
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ancient notations and modern scales is provided in (3).     

(2)  

a. 01-A1-04 

F(Fa) A(La) G(So) F(Fa) ← modern scale 

    ← ancient notation 
好 花 不 與 ← text  
hao hua bu yu ← pinyin 
good flower not given ← gloss 

Beautiful flowers can not be appreciated to the fullest ← free translation 

 

b. 01-A1-03-Rr 

C(Do) E(Mi) F(Fa)  ← modern scale 

    ← ancient notation 
殢 香 人  ← text  
ti xiang ren  ← pinyin 
fatigue scent person  ← gloss 

by people addicting to flowers like me ← free translation    

  

(3) 

 

   

3.2  Music and Language Structures  

3.2.1  Verse Form 

 The number of syllables in one verse is not strictly limited. A verse can be as 

short as 16 words, as in Shiliuzi Ling ‘the 16-word Ling’, or as long as 240 words, as 
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in Yinti Shu ‘Prelude of Warble Singing.’ However, according to the common 

classification, verses composed of 58 or fewer words are referred to as short verses. 

Verses containing 59 to 90 words are known as moderate verses, and those consisting 

of 91 words or more are named long verses or slow verses. Generally speaking, a 

verse can be divided into two to four stanzas. Only few verses comprise of one stanza. 

 As for Jiang’s verses are concerned, the length of each verse is listed in Table  

3.1 along with the number of syllables in each stanza. Each of Jiang’s verses is 

composed of two stanzas, except for Zuiyinshang Shiaopin ‘The Little Drinking Song 

in Sol.’ Besides, the total number of syllables in each verse ranges from 30 to 110. 

Based on the classification of length, three verses are short, four verses are moderate, 

and ten verses are long. A special feature of Jiang’s verses is that the numbers of 

syllables in the different stanzas of the same verse are mostly inconsistent, which may 

be under the influence of music.  

 

Table 3.1: Syllable Count in Jiang’s 17 Verses 

Verse # Title 1st Stanza 2nd Stanza Total

1 Liximei Ling ‘Li River Plum’ 24 24 48 

2 Xinghuatian ‘Apricot Blossoms Sky’ 29 29 58 

3 Zuiyinshang Xiaopin ‘The Little Drinking 

Song in Sol’ 

Only one stanza 30 

4 Yumei Ling ‘Jade Plum Blossoms’ 34 32 66 

5 Nishang Zhongxu Diyi ‘The First 

Interlude of the Rainbow Skirt Song’ 

50 51 101
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6 Yangzhou Man ‘Song of Yangzhou’ 50 48 98 

7 Changtingyuan Man ‘Sorrows of Parting’ 48 49 97 

8 Danhuangliu ‘The Golden Willow’ 29 36 65 

9 Shihuxian ‘The Immortal of Stone Lake’ 45 44 89 

10 Anxiang ‘Hidden Fragrance’ 49 48 97 

11 Shuying ‘Scattered Shadows’ 54 56 110

12 Shi Hongyi ‘Love for the Red Dress’ 43 45 88 

13 Jueshau ‘Melody in La’ 53 54 107

14 Jishau ‘Melody in Do’ 47 48 95 

15 Qiuxiao Yin ‘Autumn Night’ 48 51 99 

16 Qiliang Fan ‘The Lonely Fann Melody’ 48 45 93 

17 Cuilou Yin ‘Green Pavilion’ 50 51 101

 

3.2.2 Song Form 

 The song forms of the 17 tunes are mainly based on a binary structure, i.e. a 

musical form consisting of two sections. According to the music theory, a binary form 

can be further divided into the simple two part and the expanded two part. The simple 

two part refers to a binary structure composed of two virtually identical sections, 

while in the expanded two part, the second section is partially or totally different from 

the first section. The classification of the binary song form is illustrated in (3).  
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(3)  

  Binary Song Form   

      

 Simple 2 Part  Expanded 2 Part  

       

 2 identical sections 

A A 

2 partially different 

sections 

A A’ 

2 totally different 

sections 

A B 

 

 As for Jiang’s 17 tunes are concerned, only one is composed of a unitary form, 

i.e. Zuiyinshang Shiaopin ‘The Little Drinking Song in Sol.’ As can been in Table 3.2, 

the binary structure in Jiang’s tunes is composed of either two partially different, 

indicated as AA’, or totally different sections, indicated as AB. Moreover, the numbers 

of notations in different sections are almost dissimilar. The second section is usually 

slightly shorter or longer than the first one.   

 

Table 3.2: Song Form and Notation Count in Jiang’s 17 Verses 

Verse # Title Form # of 

notations 

in the 1st 

Section 

# of 

notations 

in the 2nd 

Section 

Total 

1 Liximei Ling ‘Li River Plum’ AA’ 24 24 48 

2 Xinghuatian ‘Apricot Blossoms 

Sky’ 

AA’ 29 29 58 

3 Zuiyinshang Xiaopin ‘The Little Only one section 30 
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Drinking Song in Sol’ 

4 Yumei Ling ‘Jade Plum 

Blossoms’ 

AA’ 34 32 66 

5 Nishang Zhongxu Diyi ‘The 

First Interlude of the Rainbow 

Skirt Song’ 

AB 50 51 101 

6 Yangzhou Man ‘Song of 

Yangzhou’ 

AB 50 48 98 

7 Changtingyuan Man ‘Sorrows 

of Parting’ 

AB 48 49 97 

8 Danhuangliu ‘The Golden 

Willow’ 

AB 29 36 65 

9 Shihuxian ‘The Immortal of 

Stone Lake’ 

AB 45 44 89 

10 Anxiang ‘Hidden Fragrance’ AA’ 49 48 97 

11 Shuying ‘Scattered Shadows’ AA’ 54 56 110 

12 Shi Hongyi ‘Love for the Red 

Dress’ 

AB 43 45 88 

13 Jueshau ‘Melody in La’ AA’ 53 54 107 

14 Jishau ‘Melody in Do’ AA’ 47 48 95 

15 Qiuxiao Yin ‘Autumn Night’ AB 48 51 99 

16 Qiliang Fan ‘The Lonely Fann 

Melody’ 

AB 48 45 93 

17 Cuilou Yin ‘Green Pavilion’ AA’ 50 51 101 

 

3.2.3 Structural Mapping of Language and Music  

 The data provided in Table 3.1 and 3.2 show the intimate relationship between 

the verses and their corresponding tunes. First, according to the numbers of stanzas 

and music sections, the language and musical structures are identical. A tune in the 

form of a unitary structure, such as verse 3, corresponds to a verse in a unitary form. 

By contrast, tunes in a binary form are mapped with verses with two stanzas, and the 
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breaking points of the music sections and verses stanzas in the same verse are 

identical.  

 Another interesting correspondence of verses and melodies is the numbers of 

syllables and notations. In Jiang’s verses, every verse is composed of the same 

number of syllables and notations. That is to say, one syllable is performed by only 

one music notation, which can be interpreted as a one-to-one relationship. Hence, the 

number of notations in one verse entails and the number of syllables; the number of 

notations can also be predicted from the number of syllables.  

 One may argue that one-to-many correspondence can also be found in Jiang’s 

works, as in Yang’s transcription below.  

(4) A fragment from Yang’s transcription of Nicharng Jongshu Diyi ‘The First 

Interlude of the Rainbow Skirt Song’ 

   

Nevertheless, the one-to-one correspondence proposed here is based on ancient scores 

rather than modern transcriptions. When verses are written according to existing tunes 

in staves, syllables can be associated to any notes. It is almost impossible to predict 

the number of syllables. For example, the same fragment of Yang’s transcription in (4) 

can be reformed as (5). Since there are 11 notes and 9 syllables, the possible 
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associations can be numerous.  

(5) Another possible association of (4) 

 

 However, writing verses based on ancient notations is a different situation. 

When the music notations and syllables are in a one-to-one relationship, each notation 

is filled in with only one syllable. Therefore, the numbers of syllables and notations 

are mutually predictable. For instance, for the ancient notations of the fragment of (4) 

in (6), the one-to-one correspondence only leads to one possibility, as presented in (7).   

(6)  

          

(7)  

          
而 今 何 意 醉 臥 酒 爐 側   
er jin he yu zui wo jiu lu ce   
and today what meaning drunk lying wine stove side   
What is the meaning of life? Let me get drunk and lie beside the wine warming burner. 

 

 Table 3.3 compares the numbers of notations and syllables in the 17 verses. The 

consistency of the numbers of notations and syllables reflects the one-to-one 

correspondence of language and music components.  
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Table 3.3: Note and Syllable Count in Jiang’s 17 Verses 

Verse # # of notes 

in the 1st 

Section 

# of syllables 

in the 1st 

Stanza 

# of notes 

in the 2nd 

Section 

# of syllables 

in the 2nd 

Stanza 

Total # 

of 

notes 

Total # of 

syllables 

1 24 24 24 24 48 48 

2 29 29 29 29 58 58 

3 one 

section 

one stanza one 

section 

one stanza 30 30 

4 34 34 32 32 66 66 

5 50 50 51 51 101 101 

6 50 50 48 48 98 98 

7 48 48 49 49 97 97 

8 29 29 36 36 65 65 

9 45 45 44 44 89 89 

10 49 49 48 48 97 97 

11 54 54 56 56 110 110 

12 43 43 45 45 88 88 

13 53 53 54 54 107 107 

14 47 47 48 48 95 95 

15 48 48 51 51 99 99 

16 48 48 45 45 93 93 

17 50 50 51 51 101 101 

 

 As introduced in Chapter 1, versifiers compose verses in accordance with tune 

patterns, in which the number of syllables is regulated. The findings in the 

correspondence between syllables and music notations proves that the regulation on 

syllable number in tune patterns are not out of random arrangement but based on the 

intimate relationship between language and music.  
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3.3 Rhythmic Mapping of Language and Music  

 Rhythm is a common property of language, meaning the movement of syllables 

with respect to time. In metrical reading, the concept of rhythm is performed in many 

ways. The speed of reading gives tempo to a string of syllables. The arrangement of 

stressed and unstressed syllables creates rhythmic variations. Besides, accents or 

silence in different positions produce language beats as well. In music, rhythm is 

presented in a similar way as in language, such as the speed of songs, the musical 

patterns of time value, emphasis on notes or chords and the use of rest marks. With 

the same features in rhythm, the integration of verses and tunes is harmonious if the 

principle of accordance is followed. 

 Among the so many aspects of rhythm, the discussion on the rhythmic mapping 

in Jiang’s verses focuses on an important common feature of language and music, i.e. 

rest.  

  

3.3.1 Pauses in Verses  

 Pause plays a vital role in metrics and has been discussed in many studies. 

Abercrombie (1971), Liberman (1975), and Selkirk (1984) have referred to the 

emptiness in speech as silent beats. Duanmu (2000) proposes the templates of Chinese 

verse lines in which empty beats are also included. Klatt (1976) claims that empty 
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beats are phonetically perceivable and are performed by either pauses or the 

lengthening of the final syllables.  

 The concept of pause has existed before the development of Song verses. In the 

classic Tang meters, pentasyllabic and heptasyllabic lines are read with caesura. 

Pentasyllabic lines are often read with a pause between the second and the third 

syllables. Heptasyllabic lines are recited with a short stop between the fourth and the 

fifth syllables. Furthermore, the pause between lines is longer than that within lines. 

The suspense added to the middle and the end of lines is the issue of interest.  

 In terms of Jiang’s verses, the mapping of prosodic and musical rhythm is based 

on hemistichs. The metrical structure is adopted from Chen’s (1979) analysis on 

Chinese verse lines, as presented in (8). Chen argues that a heptayllsibc line is formed 

by two hemistichs, the former of which is divided into two disyllabic feet and the 

latter of which consists of a trisyllabic foot. Chen proposes that a pentasyllabic line is 

composed of the same structure except that the first foot is empty.   
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(8) The metrical tree of a 7-syllable line 

 

      Line    

       

 Hemistich  Hemistich  

        

Foot  Foot    Foot  

      

 1 2 3 4  5   6  7  

 

 Since Song verses are irregulated verses, the metrical structure is more 

complicated than regulated verses like Tang verses. According to the tonal patterns, 

Song verse lines of different lengths are classified into several commonly used 

templates, which serve as the existing templates in the present study.  
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Table 3.4: Most Commonly Used Templates based on Tonal Patterns 

Length Templates 

2-syllable 2 

3-syllable 3  

4-syllable 2-2   

5-syllable 2-3 3-2  

6-syllable 2-4 4-2  

7-syllable 4-3 3-4 2-5  

8-syllable 3-5  1-4-31  4-4 

9-syllable 5-4  6-3  4-5  

10-syllable 5-5 6-4  

11-syllable 4-7 6-5  

 

 In Jiang’s works, the rhythm of language is not only performed in metrics but 

also retained in music. In the following subsections, I will examine the realization of 

pause in music and the prosodic-music mapping of rhythm in Jiang’s 17 verses.  

 

3.3.2 Rest Marks in Music 

3.3.2.1 Rest Marks and Their Distribution   

 In ancient Chinese music, rest marks with different time value are indicated 

under the major popular notations. In terms of Jiang’s tunes, the secondary symbols of 

rest are , , and . The features of these rest marks have been discussed in many 

studies. Lin (1992), Yan (1952) and Qiu (1959) claim that these three rest marks are 

different in their time values.  is a “big pause,”  is shorter than , and  is 

                                                 
1 Note that in some templates, constituents may be composed of only one syllable, such as 1-4-3. When 
the single-syllable constituent is a function word, it is viewed as an extrametrical component. 
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the shortest. The appearances of these rest marks are therefore related to their time 

value.  is more frequently associated to rhymed syllables.  often exists in the 

verses of shorter lengths or at quicker tempos.  is more frequently used in the 

line-medial position. The distributions of these rest marks in each hemistich are 

presented with actual examples in Table 3.5 to 3.7.  

 

Table 3. 5: The Distribution of  

Verse # Initial Medial Final 

1 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

2 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

3 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

4 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

5 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

6 Not Found (06-A2-04) 

jia (佳) ‘good’

(06-A11-04)

zai (在) ‘in’ 

(06-B9-04) 

wei (為) ‘as’

(06-A3-04-Rr) 

cheng (程) ‘route’ 

(06-A8-04-Rr) 

bing (兵) ‘soldier’

(06-A5-02-Rr) 

qing (青) ‘green’ 

(06-A11-04-Rr) 

cheng (城) ‘town’ 

(06-B2-04-Rr) 

jing (驚) ‘amazed’

(06-B5-04-Rr) 

qing (情) ‘affection’

(06-B7-04-Rr) 

sheng (聲) ‘sound’

(06-B9-04-Rr) 

sheng (生) ‘birth’ 

7 Not Found (07-A9-04) 

qing (青) 

‘green’ 

(07-B8-04) 

chou (愁) ‘sad’

(07-A3-04-Rr) 

hu (戶) 

‘household’ 

(07-A5-03-Rr) 

xu (許) ‘promise’ 

(07-A7-03-Rr) 

shu (樹) ‘tree’ 

(07-A9-04-Rr) 

ci (此) ‘this’ 

(07-B1-02-Rr) 

(07-B2-04-Rr) 

shu (數) ‘number’

(07-B4-04-Rr) 

fu (付) ‘pay’ 

(07-B6-04-Rr) 

zhu (主) ‘master’ 

(07-B8-04-Rr) 

lü(縷) ‘thread’ 
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mu (暮) ‘dusk’ 

8 Not Found Not Found (08-A3-03-Rr) 

ce (惻) ‘sad’ 

(08-A5-03-Rr) 

shi (識) ‘know’ 

(08-B1-03-Rr) 

ji (寂) ‘lonely’ 

(08-B4-03-Rr) 

zhai (宅) ‘house’ 

(08-B5-03-Rr) 

se (色) ‘color’ 

(08-B8-04-Rr) 

bi (碧) ‘green’ 

9 Not Found Not Found (09-A2-04-Rr) 

chu (處) ‘place’ 

(09-A4-04-Rr) 

qu (去) ‘go’ 

(09-A6-04-Rr) 

wu (舞) ‘dance’ 

(09-A7-02-Rr) 

yu (與) yu ‘with’ 

(09-A7-04-Rr) 

gu (古) gu ‘old’ 

(09-B2-04-Rr) 

ju (句) ‘sentence’

(09-B4-04-Rr) 

yu (雨) ‘rain’ 

(09-B7-04-Rr) 

zhu (柱) ‘post’ 

(09-B8-03-Rr)  

yu (語) ‘words’ 

(09-B9-04-Rr) 

fu (府) ‘palace’ 

10 Not Found Not Found (10-A3-04-Rr) 

di (笛) ‘pipe’ 

(10-A5-03-Rr) 

zhai (摘) ‘pick’ 

(10-A7-04-Rr) 

bi (筆) ‘pen’ 

(10-A9-03-Rr) 

xi (席) ‘seat’ 

(10-B1-02-Rr) 

kuo (國) ‘country’

(10-B4-04-Rr) 

ji (積) 

‘accumulate’ 

(10-B6-03-Rr) 

yi (憶) ‘memory’ 

(10-B8-04-Rr) 

bi (碧) ‘green’ 

(10-B10-04-Rr) 

de (得) ‘obtain’ 

11 Not Found Not Found (11-A3-04-Rr) 

su (宿) ‘stay’ 

(11-A6-04-Rr) 

chu (竹) ‘bambo’ 

(11-A8-04-Rr) 

bei (北) ‘north’ 

(11-A10-02-Rr) 

du (獨) ‘alone’ 

(11-B3-04-Rr) 

lu (綠) ‘green’ 

(11-B6-04-Rr) 

wu (屋) ‘house’ 

(11-B8-04-Rr) 

qu (曲) ‘song’ 

(11-B10-04-Rr) 

fu (幅) ‘piece’ 

12 Not Found Not Found (12-A3-04-Rr) 

li (力) ‘power) 

(12-A5-03-Rr) 

(12-B3-03-Rr) 

ji (籍) ‘record’ 

(12-B5-03-Rr) 
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bi (碧) ‘green’ 

(12-A7-04-Rr) 

ke (客) ‘guest’ 

(12-A10-04-Rr) 

xi (息) ‘breath’ 

 

bei (北) ‘north’ 

(12-B7-04-Rr) 

li (歷) ‘go 

through’ 

(12-B10-02-Rr) 

se (色) ‘color’ 

13 Not Found Not Found (13-A2-04-Rr) 

liu (柳) ‘willow’ 

(13-A5-04-Rr’ 

shou (手) ‘hand’ 

(13-A7-04-Rr) 

mu (畝) ‘acre’  

(13-A10-02-Rr) 

shou (首) ‘head’ 

(13-B1-02-Rr) 

you (有) ‘have’ 

(13-B4-03-Rr) 

xiu (秀) 

‘beautiful’ 

(13-B7-04-Rr) 

hou (候) ‘wait’ 

(13-B9-04-Rr) 

jiu (酒) ‘wine’ 

(13-B12-03-Rr) 

you (友) ‘friend’ 

14 Not Found Not Found (14-A2-04-Rr) 

shi (士) ‘scholar’ 

(14-A4-02-Rr) 

ci (此) ‘this’ 

(14-A6-04-Rr) 

si (思) ‘think’ 

(14-A9-04-Rr) 

shi (是) ‘is’ 

(14-B1-02-Rr) 

li (邐) ‘winding’ 

(14-B4-04-Rr) 

wei (味) ‘flavor’ 

(14-B6-02-Rr) 

er (二) ‘two’ 

(14-B8-04-Rr) 

chi (致) ‘send’ 

(14-B11-04-Rr) 

ji (計) ‘count’ 

15 Not Found Not Found (15-A3-02-Rr) 

qiao (悄) 

‘silently’ 

(15-A6-04-Rr’ 

xiao (曉) ‘dawn’ 

(15-A9-04-Rr) 

biao (表) 

‘present’ 

(15-A12-04-Rr) 

cao (草) ‘grass’ 

(15-B2-04-Rr) 

lao (老) ‘old’ 

(15-B5-03-Rr) 

rao (繞) ‘wind’ 

(15-B8-04-Rr) 

miao (杳) 

‘distant’ 

(15-B10-03-Rr) 

liao (了) ‘end’ 

16 Not Found Not Found (16-A2-04-Rr) 

suo (索) ‘search’ 

(16-B3-04-Rr) 

le (樂) ‘joy’ 
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(16-A5-04-Rr) 

jiao (角) ‘corner’ 

(16-A7-04-Rr) 

bo (薄) ‘thin’ 

(16-A9-03-Rr) 

mo (漠) ‘desert’ 

(16-B1-02-R) 

nian (念) ‘think 

of’ 

(16-B5-04-Rr) 

luo (落) ‘fall’ 

(16-B7-04-Rr) 

zhao (著) ‘catch’ 

(16-B10-03-Rr) 

yue (約) 

‘promise’ 

17 Not Found Not Found (17-A3-03-Rr) 

ci (賜) ‘award’ 

(17-A5-04-Rr) 

chui (吹) ‘blow’ 

(17-A8-04-Rr) 

cui (翠) ‘green’ 

(17-A11-04-Rr) 

xi (細) ‘thin’ 

(17-B1-02-R) 

di (地) ‘place’ 

(17-B3-04-Rr) 

xi (戲) ‘tease’ 

(17-B5-04-Rr) 

li (里) 

‘neighborhood’ 

(17-B8-04-Rr) 

qi (氣) ‘air’ 

(17-B10-04-Rr) 

ji (霽) ‘soaring’ 

Total 0 5 102 

  

Table 3.6: The Distribution of  

Verse # Line-Initial Line-Medial Line-Final 

1 Not Found  Not Found (01-A1-03-Rr) 

ren (人) ‘people’ 

(01-A3-03-Rr) 

yin (陰) ‘shadow’ 

(01-A4-03-Rr) 

xun (尋) ‘search’ 

(01-B1-03-Rr) 

yun (雲) ‘cloud’ 

(01-B2-03-Rr) 

chen (陳) ‘lie’ 

(01-B3-03-Rr) 

yin (盈) ‘ful’ 

(01-B4-03-Rr) 

chun (春) ‘spring’ 

2 Not Found  Not Found (02-A1-03-Rr) 

pu (浦) ‘shore’ 

(02-A2-04-Rr) 

du (渡) ‘cross’ 

(02-A6-03-Rr) 

(02-B1-03-Rr) 

lu (路) ‘road’ 

(02-B7-03-Rr) 

chu (處) ‘place’ 
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zhu (駐) ‘encamp’ 

3 Not Found  Not Found (03-06-04-Rr) 

yu (語) ‘words’ 

 

4 Not Found  Not Found (04-A1-04-Rr) 

pian (片) ‘piece’ 

(04-A2-03-Rr) 

yuan (苑) ‘garden’

(04-A3-04-Rr) 

guan (館) ‘house’ 

(04-A7-04-Rr) 

yuan (遠) ‘far’ 

(04-B2-04-Rr) 

quan (勸) ‘advise’ 

(04-B4-04-Rr) 

jian (健) ‘health’ 

(04-B7-04-Rr) 

zhuan (轉) ‘turn’ 

5 Not Found  Not Found (05-A2-03-Rr) 

de (得) ‘obtain’ 

(05-A5-04-Rr) 

suo (索) ‘search’ 

(05-A6-04-Rr) 

xi (隙) ‘crack’ 

(05-A7-04-Rr) 

ke (客) ‘guest’ 

(05-A8-03-R) 

zai (在) ‘in’ 

(05-A10-03-Rr) 

se (色) ‘color’ 

(05-B2-02-Rr) 

ji (寂) ‘lonely’ 

(05-B2-04-Rr) 

bi (壁) ‘wall’ 

(05-B3-04-Rr) 

zhi (織) ‘weave’ 

(05-B6-04-Rr) 

mo (陌) ‘strange’ 

(05-B8-04-Rr) 

bi (碧) ‘green’ 

(05-B9-03-R) 

jiu (久) ‘long’ 

(05-B11-03-Rr) 

ce (側) ‘side’ 

6 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

7 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

8 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

9 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

10 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

11 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

12 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

13 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

14 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

15 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

16 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

17 Not Found Not Found Not Found 

Total 0 0 33 
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Table 3.7: The Distribution of  

Verse # Initial Medial Final 

1 (01-A1-04) 

hao (好) ‘good’ 

(01-A2-03) 

lang (浪) ‘wave’ 

(01-B1-04) 

mu (木) ‘wood’ 

(01-B2-03) 

shui (水) ‘water’ 

(01-A4-03) 

he (何) ‘which’ 

(01-B4-03) 

ti (啼) ‘sobbing’ 

Not Found (01-A1-04-R) 

yu (與) ‘with’ 

(01-A3-04-R) 

qu (去) ‘go’ 

(01-B1-04-R) 

jiang (槳) ‘peddle’ 

(01-B3-04-R) 

xia (下) ‘down’ 

 

2 Not Found  Not Found (02-A1-04-R) 

fu (拂) ‘whisk’ 

(02-A3-03-R) 

feng (風) ‘wind’ 

(02-A4-02-Rr) 

qu (去) ‘go’ 

(02-B4-03-R) 

gui (歸) ‘return’ 

(02-B5-02-Rr) 

mu (暮) ‘dusk’ 

3 Not Found  Not Found  Not Found  

4 (04-A2-03) 

xi (溪) ‘river’ 

 (04-A5-03-R) 

feng (風) ‘wind’ 

(04-B1-04-R) 

ke (客) ‘guest’ 

(04-B6-03-R) 

shi (詩) ‘poem’ 

(04-B7-03-R) 

ri (日) ‘day’ 

5 (05-B11-03) 

jiu (酒) ‘wine’ 

 (05-A1-03-Rr) 

ji (極) ‘extreme’ 

(05-A3-04-Rr) 

li (力) ‘power’ 
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(05-A10-03-R) 

zhao (照) ‘shine’ 

(05-B4-04-Rr) 

ji (跡) ‘trace’ 

(05-B7-03-Rr) 

xi (息) ‘breath’ 

6 (06-A5-03) 

jin (盡) ‘through’ 

 

(06-B1-04) 

lang (郎) ‘man’ 

(06-B5-04) 

fu (賦) ‘endow’ 

(06-B8-04) 

bian (邊) ‘side’ 

(06-A5-03-R) 

mai (麥) ‘wheat’ 

(06-A6-04-R) 

hou (後) ‘back’ 

(06-A9-03-R) 

hun (昏) ‘dusk’ 

(06-B1-04-R) 

shang (賞) ‘appreciate’

(06-B6-02-R) 

zai (在) ‘in’ 

7 (07-A5-04) 

mu (暮) ‘dusk’ 

(07-A6-04) 

yue (閱) ‘read’ 

(07-B4-04) 

huan (環) ‘ring’ 

(07-B7-04) 

you (有) ‘have’ 

(07-A1-04-Rr) 

shu (絮) ‘cotton’ 

(07-A6-04-R) 

yi (矣) ‘interjection’ 

(07-A8-03-R) 

shi (時) ‘time’ 

(07-B3-04-R) 

ye (也) ‘also’ 

8 (08-B1-03) 

zheng (正) ‘straight’ 

 (08-A5-04-R) 

nan (南) ‘south’ 

(08-B5-04-R) 

 jin (盡) ‘through’ 

(08-B7-04-R) 

zai (在) ‘in’ 

9 (09-B6-04) 

yu (玉) ‘jade’ 

(09-B1-04) 

jiu (舊) ‘old’ 

(09-A7-04) 

du (度) ‘time’ 

(09-B4-04) 

jin (巾) ‘cloth’ 

(09-B9-04) 

zai (在) ‘in’ 

(09-A1-04-Rr) 

pu (浦) ‘shore’ 

(09-A5-04-R) 

zai (在) ‘in’ 

(09-B3-04-R) 

er (而) ‘yet’ 

10 (10-A9-03) 

ru (入) ‘enter’ 

(10-A5-04-R) 

han (寒) ‘cold’ 

(10-A1-04-R) 

se (色) ‘color’ 
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(10-B6-04-R) 

yan (言) ‘words’ 

(10-A6-04-R) 

lao (老) ‘old’ 

(10-B7-04-R) 

chu (處) ‘place’ 

(10-B9-03-R) 

ye (也) ‘also’ 

11 Not Found  (11-B10-04) 

chuang (窗) 

‘window’ 

(11-A1-04-Rr) 

yu (玉) ‘jade’ 

(11-A6-02-R) 

yan (言) ‘words’ 

(11-A10-04-R) 

hua (花) ‘flower’ 

(11-B1-04-R) 

shi (事) ‘matter’ 

(11-B6-02-R) 

yu (與) ‘with’ 

12 (12-B1-04) 

hong (虹) ‘rainbow’ 

(12-B5-03) 

miao (緲) ‘far’  

(12-A5-03) 

po (破) ‘broken’ 

(12-B6-04) 

liu (柳) ‘willow’ 

 

(12-A3-04) 

yu (餘) ‘rest’ 

(12-A6-04) 

tou (頭) ‘head’ 

(12-A10-04) 

feng (風) ‘wind’ 

(12-B4-04) 

wang (望) ’look’ 

(12-B6-04) 

sha (沙) ‘sand’ 

(12-A1-04-R) 

liang (涼) ‘cold’ 

(12-A4-04-R) 

quan (泉) ‘spring’ 

(12-A6-04-Rr) 

jiu (酒) ‘wine’ 

(12-A8-02-Rr) 

ji (寂) ‘lonely’ 

(12-B1-04-Rr) 

mo (陌) ‘strange’ 

(12-B8-02-R) 

fu (賦) ‘endow’ 

13 (13-A6-04) 

jun (君) ‘man’ 

(13-B8-04) 

shang (傷) ‘hurt’ 

(13-B11-02) 

wen (問) ‘ask’ 

 (13-A1-03-Rr) 

shou (瘦) ‘thin’ 

(13-A3-03-Rr) 

xiu (岫) ‘cave’ 

(13-A6-04-Rr) 

jiu (久) ‘long’ 

(13-A8-02-Rr) 

miao (緲) ‘far’ 

(13-A10-03-R) 

ren (人) ‘people’ 
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(13-B5-03-Rr) 

liu (溜) ‘slide’ 

(13-B8-04-Rr) 

jiu (舊) ‘old’ 

(13-B10-02-Rr) 

zou (奏) ‘play’ 

14 Not Found  (14-A4-04) 

li (離) ‘depart’ 

(14-A9-04) 

xing (行) ‘walk’ 

(14-B6-04) 

huan (鬟) ‘coiled 

knot’ 

(14-B11-04) 

cheng (成) ‘succeed’ 

(14-A1-04-R) 

guo (過) ‘pass’ 

(14-A5-03-Rr) 

yi (矣) ‘interjection’ 

(14-B7-03-Rr) 

er (爾) ‘only’ 

15 (15-B1-04) 

dai (帶) ‘carry’ 

Not Found  (15-B1-04-R) 

mo (磨) ‘grind’ 

(15-B6-03-Rr) 

zao (早) ‘early’ 

16 (16-A8-04) 

jiang (將) ‘general’ 

(16-A9-03) 

du (度) ‘times’ 

(16-B9-04) 

bu (不) ‘no’ 

(16-B6-04) 

man (漫) ‘spread’ 

(16-A5-04) 

lou (樓) ‘floor’ 

(16-A6-04) 

huai (懷) ‘mind’ 

(16-B3-04) 

hua (花) ‘flower’ 

(16-A1-04-R) 

mo (陌) ‘strange’ 

(16-A6-04-Rr) 

ê (惡) ‘bad’ 

(16-B6-04-R) 

qun (裙) ‘skirt’ 

17 Not Found  (17-A5-04) 

rong (戎) ‘army’ 

(17-A11-04) 

han (寒) ‘cold’ 

(17-B5-04) 

qi (萋) ‘crowded’ 

(17-B10-04) 

lian (簾) ‘curtain’ 

(17-A6-04-Rr) 

zhi (峙) ‘stand’ 

(17-A9-03-Rr) 

li (麗) ‘pretty’ 

(17-B6-04-Rr) 

wei (味) ‘flavor’ 

(17-B9-03-Rr) 

wai (外) ‘out’ 

Total 27 24 70 
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 The quantitative results support the findings in previous research. The role of  

in rhythm is found to be a smaller variation in time value because its association is 

under fewer restrictions in terms of positions. However, compared with , the 

associations of  and  are almost confined to the rhymed syllables. Besides, an 

interesting finding is that  and  are in complimentary distribution. One possible 

explanation is that one rest mark is the variant of the other, probably with a slight 

difference in time value. 

  

3.3.2.2 Rhythmic Patterns 

 In addition to the distributional tendencies, the employment of rest marks in 

Jiang’s works can be classified into several rhythmic patterns. Here, in view of the 

comparison of musical and language rhythmic mapping, the parsing of rhythmic 

patterns will be based on hemistichs so that the mapping of language and music can 

be conducted on the same basis. To distinguish notes with or without rest marks, I use 

● for notations with rest and ○ for those without rest. For example, a disyllabic pattern 

without rest is represented by ○○, while a disyllabic pattern with rest at the end is 

indicated by ○●. 
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3.3.3 Prosodic and Musical Mapping in Rhythm 

 For disyllabic patterns are concerned, the possible forms are ○○, ○●, ●○, and ●●. 

However, it is interesting that not every form is employed in Jiang’s verses. Among 

the 105 disyllabic hemistichs, 77 are associated to ○○ and 28 are mapped with ○●. 

The association to ●○ and ●● is not found in the 17 verses. Furthermore, the 

distribution of rhythmic patterns in rhyming and non-rhyming positions agrees with 

the statement that prosodic and musical rhythms are related. For example, among the 

77 hemistichs associated to ○○, 75 are located in the non-rhyming positions. Among 

the 28 hemistichs associated to ○●, 22 are situated in the rhyming positions. The 

excess of ○○ in the non-rhyming positions and ○● in the rhyming positions confirms 

that metrical rhythm is retained in the music form. In terms of hemistichs without 

rhymes, the duration of each syllable is of equal length. Being associated to rhythmic 

patterns of components with the same duration, such as ○○ or ●●, facilitates the 

performance of metrical reading. However, adjacent pauses are not a common form in 

language, and therefore 92.59% of disyllabic hemistichs in the non-rhyming positions 

are associated to ○○. As for disyllabic hemistichs in the rhyming position, the rhymed 

syllable in the hemistich-final position is realized with longer duration. The 

association to a rhythmic pattern, such as ○●, best meets the linguistic rhythm. That is 

the reason why 91.67% of disyllabic hemistichs in the rhyming positions are 
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associated to ○●. The discard of ●○ also reflects the parallels between prosodic and 

music forms. In language, a pause at the left edge of a linguistic domain is not as 

common as that at the right edge. Therefore, when verses are set into music, the 

association between a rest and a syllable at the left edge is prevented.    

 

Table 3.8: Distribution of ○○ 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 4 0 2 6 7 4 5 3 4 6 4 5 5 6 6 2 6 75 

Rhyming 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 
 

Table 3.9: Distribution of ○●  

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 6 

Rhyming 0 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 3 3 4 0 0 1 22 

 

Table 3.10: Distribution of ●○, and ●● 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

The distribution of trisylabic rhythmic patterns reveals consistent results. First, 

○○○ is much more frequently adopted in the non-rhyming positions. Among the 106 

trisyllabic hemistichs in the non-rhyming positions, 82 are associated to notations 

without rest, which again shows that hemistichs without rhymed syllables are realized 
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with components or equal duration both in metrics and in music. As for the rest 24 

hemistics not associated to ○○○, all of them are realized by ○○●, which is seemingly 

a negative evidence of the parallel of language and music. However, a further 

exploration reveals that the majority of these cases are in the line-final position, where 

pauses often occur in metrics. Therefore, the distribution of rhythmic patterns in the 

non-rhyming positions suggests that line-final hemistichs without rhymes can also be 

associated to rhythmic patterns with rest at the end so as to reflect the characteristic of 

pausing at the right edge of linguistic domains in Chinese language. However, the 

feature of pause in the line-final position is not as prominent as that in the rhyming 

position. Therefore, the association between a line-final syllable and a rest is less 

common in the music form.  

 Second, in terms of trisyllabic in the rhyming positions, 5 are associated to ○○○, 

30 are associated to ○○●, and 11 are associated to ●○●. That is to say, 89.13% of 

trisyllabic hemistics in the rhyming position correspond to rest in music, which again 

relates pauses in language with rest in music. As for the other patterns like ●○○, ○●○, 

●●○, ○●●, and ●●●, none of them is applied in Jiang’s verses. These patterns are 

abandoned mainly because the inconsistency of language and music rhythms. In 

metrical reading, pauses occur at the right edge of linguistic domains more often. 

Therefore, if trisyllbic hemistichs are associated to patterns like ●○○ and ○●○, the 
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metrical reading in music form will be in discordance with the language form. 

Moreover, since adjacent pauses are uncommon linguistic form, associations to 

rhythmic patterns with adjacent rest, such as ●●○, ○●●, and ●●●, are avoided.  

 The findings of trisylabic rhythmic patterns confirm the prosodic and musical 

mappings. The unmarked rhythmic pattern is constituted by notations without rest. 

However, in the rhyming positions, hemistichs consistently correspond to patterns 

with rest at the right edge. In the line-final positions, hemistichs are optionally 

associated to patterns with rest at the right edge or notations without rest, which 

implies that the feature of pausing in rhyming position is more prominent than 

line-final position. Another important consistency is the avoidance of adjacent pauses 

in both language and music.  

 

Table 3.11: Distribution of ○○○  

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
0 4 1 4 4 6 7 2 6 6 7 2 3 8 8 7 7  82 

Rhyming 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5 
 

Table 3.12: Distribution of ○○●  

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
0 2 0 3 3 2 2 1 1 4 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 24 

Rhyming 4 4 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 0 0 1 5 2 3 2 2 30 
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Table 3.13: Distribution of ●○●  

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rhyming 4 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 11 
 

Table 3.14: Distribution of ●○○, ○●○, ●●○, ○●●, and ●●●  

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non 

-rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 

 It is note-worthy that few cases disobey the tendencies of association. For 

example, 5 of hemistichs in the rhyming position are associated to ○○○, which means 

that the rhymed syllable is not accompanied by a rest in music. For the exception in 

verse 3, it is possible that the tempo of verses may influence the rhythmic mapping. 

As Yang (1996) states, rhythmic variations are sometimes simplified in order to create 

cheerful rhythm. Since rest slows downs the proceeding of music, association to ○○○ 

is superior to ○○● in quick verses, even though the hemistich-final syllable is rhymed. 

As for the other four exceptions in verse 8 and 15, it is possible that the phonetic 

features of the rhymed syllables, such as tones or onsets, influence the selection of 

rhythmic patterns. However, it is difficult to confirm these speculations since the 

reconstruction of phonetic articulation is tremendous work.  

 With respect to the quadrasyllabic rhythmic patterns, Table 3.15 confirms that 

notations without rest are more frequently applied in the non-rhyming positions. 
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However, as stated earlier, verses at quick tempo may exclude the use of rest marks 

even in the rhyming position, which may justify the 2 exceptions found in verse 3. As 

for the application of ○○○●, the association to hemistichs in the rhyming positions 

still account for the majority. When ○○○● is used in the non-rhyming position, most 

of the cases arise in the line-final position. The result again indicates that line-final 

position also possesses the feature of pause. However, compared with rhyming 

position, the realization of pause in music form is more flexible for line-final 

hemistichs. The distribution of ○●○● suggests that the right-ended pause in the 

hemistich-medial position can be performed in music form. Among the 19 

associations of ○●○● in the rhyming-position, all of them are in the linguistic 

template of 2-2. That is to say the first rest is associated to the final syllable of the first 

foot, and the second rest is associated to the final syllable of the second foot, which is 

also rhymed. The relationship of prosodic and music rhythms is once again 

confirmed.  

 In terms of the application of ●○○● and ●○○○, it is obvious that pausing at the 

left edge of linguistic components is not only rare in metrical reading but also avoided 

in music form. Among the 188 quadrasyllabic hemistichs, only 12 are associated to 

●○○● and ●○○○. Besides, 4 of them are in the linguistic template of 1-3, which 

means that there is a small pause between the first and the second syllables. Therefore, 
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associating the first syllable to a rest helps the presentation of metrics in music. 

Finally, rhythmic patterns with adjacent rest marks are not applied, as can be seen in 

Table 3.20.  

   

Table 3.15: The Distribution of ○○○○ 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
0 2 1 1 4 6 3 2 1 2 8 3 6 3 5 4 5 56 

Rhyming 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 6 
 

Table 3.16: The Distribution of ○○○● 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
2 1 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 4 2 2 0 1 6 0 0 26 

Rhyming 0 2 1 5 8 4 4 2 6 5 7 2 6 4 1 5 6 68 
 

Table 3.17: The Distribution of ○●○● 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non 
-rhyming 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 0 2 0 1 2 0 1 0 3 4 19 
 

Table 3.18: The Distribution of ●○○● 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 
2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 6 

Rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 2 
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Table 3.19: The Distribution of ●○○○ 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 3 

Rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

 

Table 3.20: The Distribution of the Rest Quadrasyllabic Patterns 

Verse 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Total
Non- 

rhyming 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Rhyming 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 The distribution of rhythmic patterns focuses on the relationship between rhymes 

and rest. The findings show that in Jiang’s works, the accordance of rhythm is 

practiced by associating the pause in metrics to the rest in music, and the determinant 

is rhymes rather than the position within lines. Moreover, the mapping principle is 

well followed both in the tune-based and verse-based works. Therefore, even when 

Jiang’s verses are set into music or when his tunes are filled in verses, the metrical 

reading is still performed to a certain degree.  

 Besides accordance, another important factor for the rhythmic mapping of 

language and music lies in the consideration for the movement of Chinese music. 

Unlike Western music, there is no pattern of accents and time values in most Asian 

music, which is known as free rhythm. Owing to the lack of a regularly repeated beats 

for melodies to follow, the rhythmic structure of verses becomes the basis of time 
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value.  

 To sum up, the rhythmic mapping in Jiang’s works is constructed by disyllabic, 

trisyllabic, and quadrasyllabic segments. The correspondence between language and 

music rhythm is aimed to reveal the rhythmic features of Chinese language. When 

verse lines are realized by notations without rest marks, the characteristic of 

syllable-timing in Chinese language can be presented by the flow of musical notations. 

However, when verses are performed with rhythmic variations in music, the rhythmic 

patterns in music must be accordance with those in language. The result also implies 

that the length of lines regulated in tune patterns are not out of random arrangement 

but based on the principle of harmony.    

   

3.4  Tonal Harmony in Language and Music 

3.4.1  Tonal Patterns 

 Pitch is another feature shared by language and music. In language, the 

realization of pitch can be performed by intonation or tones. As a tonal language, 

Chinese uses tones to distinguish meanings and produce variation in speech. In terms 

of verses, versifiers create musical reading with different tonal patterns. That is why 

the strict tonal patterns are retained in Song verses even though they are set into tunes 

for singing not for reading.  
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 According to Mair and Mei (1991), the tonal system used in Song Dynasty 

consist of four tones, namely ping (Even), shang (rising), qu (departing), ru (entering). 

Unfortunately, the works by those who set the rules of the four tones for Chinese 

verses no longer exist. The original tonal qualities can only be depicted by their names. 

Generally speaking, the ping tone is flat, higher in pitch, brighter in sound quality and 

has longer duration. The shang, qu and ru tones are grouped as ze (Oblique), which 

means short and rapid. In this thesis, the tonal category is based on the grouping of 

Even and Oblique in the rhyme dictionaries of the Middle Chinese period and it is 

taken as a given that the pitch of Even tone is higher than that of the Oblique tone.  

 The tonal patterns of hemistichs in Jiang’s 17 verses are listed in Table 3.21. The 

result shows some interesting facts of the use of tones in Jiang’s verses. As we may 

know, there are some restrictions on the tonal patterns of regulated verses, which are 

the antecedent of Song verses. First, EEE and OOO are not allowed in the line-final 

position for fear of monotone. Second, an Even tone between two Oblique tones is 

considered ill-formed, also known as fanguping ‘violation of single Even.’ Besides, 

because the beat of Chinese verses generally fall on even syllables, tones of even 

syllables must be realized by Even and Oblique alternatively to produce more 

variations in pitches. However, it is possible that the influence of music in Song 

verses hinders the obedience of these conventions in some aspects. For example, 
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although EEE are rare in the corpus, 27 data are in the pattern of OOO. Furthermore, 

the pattern of OEO is in the second position among all the trisyllabic patterns, which 

is again apart from the regulations on tonal patterns of the regulated verses. In 

addition, Jiang seems to have special preference for Oblique tone in the 

hemistich-final position. Among the 452 hemistichs, 301end with Oblique tone, while 

only 151 end with Even tone. Furthermore, the acceptability for adjacent identical 

tones is different. The statistics reveals that hemistichs with EE take up 263, while 

those with OO amount 183. However, in terms of trisyllabic hemsitichs, the examples 

of EEE are fewer than OOO. As for the strict restriction on the alternation of tones in 

Even-syllable position, it is still an essential principle in Jiang’s verses. For example, 

among the 189 quadrasyllabic hemistichs, 163 data follow this rule.   

 

Table 3. 21: Tonal Patterns in Jiang’s Verses 

EO 36 

OO 35 

EE 26 

2-syllable 

OE 10 

OEE 40 

OEO 29 

EEO 26 

OOO 27 

EOO 14 

OOE 12 

EEE 6 

3-syllable 

EOE 2 
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EEOO 37 

OEEO 36 

OOEE 29 

EEEO 28 

EEOO 14 

EOEE 12 

OEEE 7 

EOEO 8 

OOEO 6 

EOOO 3 

EEEE 1 

OOOO 2 

OOOE 2 

EOOE 2 

OEOE 1 

4-syllable 

EEOE 1 

  452 

 

 

3.4.2  Melodic Types  

 The interaction of music and language pitches can be examined from two aspects. 

On the one hand, the absolute pitch value of language tones and music tones can be 

compared to show the correspondence between the seven-scale system of music and 

the five-scale system of language. On the other hand, the tonal mapping between 

verses and melodies can be inspected by their tonal shapes regardless of the absolute 

pitch value. As for the present study is concerned, the latter approach is more suitable 

because the acquirement of ancient tonal pitch is almost impossible. Thus, in this 

subsection, I will introduce some melodic types that are more frequently applied by 

Jiang. Besides, in order to present melodic shapes more clearly, music notations will 
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be indicated by corresponding music scales in the five staves.  

 First, one of the most common melodic types in Jiang’s 17 tunes is the 

descending melodic line. It is composed of three or four music scales whose pitches 

decrease by order. Fragments with descending melodic line are applied for more than 

120 times in Jiang’s 17 tunes.  

 

 (11) Melodic type of a descending line 

 

  

 Another frequently employed melodic shape is an arch melodic line, either with a 

peak or a foot in the middle, as shown in (12) and (13) respectively. 

 

(12) Melodic type of an arch with a peak in the middle 
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 (13) Melodic type of an arch with a foot in the middle 

 

 

 Still another commonly applied melodic shape is a smooth connected line, which 

is composed of a series of notations without large intervals2. As the statistics shown in 

Table 3.22, the second and the third intervals take up the majority, which suggests that 

smooth connected lines are frequently adopted in melodies. It is reasonable that 

smooth melodic lines are popular because large intervals increase the difficulty of 

singing and instrument playing. 

 

Table 3. 22: Use of interval in Jiang’s 17 verses 

 Interval Times of Application Frequency 

 Unison 18 0.01% 

 Second 875 55.38% 

 Third 412 26.08% 

 Fourth 127 8.04% 

                                                 
2 In music theory, interval is a term used to describe the difference in pitch between two notations. As 
what is shown below, an interval of second means the difference in pitch for two notations. 
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 Fifth 63 3.99% 

 Sixth 69 4.37% 

 Seventh 9 0.57% 

 Octave 7 0.44% 

 TOTAL 1580 100% 

  

3.4.3  Tonal Patterns and Melodic Types   

For a tonal language like Chinese, the pitches of syllables are important. When 

verses are set into music, word meanings can not be verified by tones any more. 

Music scales associated to syllables replace the function of tones. However, the 

correspondence between melodic shapes and tonal shapes is fairly unlikely to be 

completely identical because the tonal systems of language and music are different. 

Some inconsistency may occur out of musical motivations.  

In Jiang’s works, the tonal harmony of verses and tunes is performed by 

associating the melody and foot with similar tonal shapes. For a foot composed of 

syllables with different tonal categories, the music scale that the Even-syllable 

corresponds to can not be lower than that of the Oblique-syllable. Thus, for a 

combination of Even-Oblique, the melodic line is either falling or flat. On the contrary, 

for a sequence of Oblique-Even, the melodic line is either rising or flat. However, a 

foot with the same tonal category can be associated to any melodic type. The principle 

of tonal correspondence reflects the tonal qualities of language. Generally speaking, 

Even tone is bright and its relative pitch is higher than that of Oblique tone. The 
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consistency of the tonal shapes of verses and melodies is beneficial of a harmonious 

effect. By contrast, disobeying the correspondence principle may complicate the 

interpretation of verse meanings, which is known as dao zi ‘discord.’ For example, in 

the fragment in (15), the first two syllables, luan qiong, are in the sequence of 

Oblique-Even, which is a rising tonal shape. Nevertheless, the corresponding melodic 

line is descending. The second foot, yinbi, has consistent tonal shapes of syllables and 

melodies, which is considered harmonious.   

 

 (15)  

 

 

The result in Table 3.22 confirms the existence of tonal harmony of verses in 

music. Among the 247 combinations of OE and EO in Jiang’s verses, 201 conform to 

the principle of correspondence introduced earlier, which equals to a significant 

percentage of 81.38%. The disobedience of the correspondence principle may result 

from some reasons. First, when verses are set into existing tunes, the mapping 
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between melodies and verses may limit the choices of words and influence the literal 

value. In some cases, the principle of accordance may be sacrificed in order to beatify 

literal expressions. Besides, the requirement on the rhyming tones may also hinder the 

correspondence of melodic and tonal shapes in some situations. For example, a 

syllable associated to a note with higher pitch may carry an Oblique tone because it is 

in the Oblique-rhyming position.  

 

Table 3. 22: The Frequency of Daozi and Non-Daozi in Jiang’s Verses 

Verse Number Number of EO and OE Non-Daozi Daozi 

1 9 8 2 

2 7 3 4 

3 5 3 1 

4 9 7 3 

5 9 7 2 

6 16 12 4 

7 19 14 5 

8 9 5 4 

9 16 13 3 

10 18 18 0 

11 17 17 0 

12 19 17 1 

13 19 13 6 

14 19 17 2 

15 17 13 4 

16 15 14 1 

17 24 20 4 

Total  247 201 46 

 

In fact, the correspondence of tones and melodies can also be found in larger 
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domains. As shown in (17), the Even tones are associated to notes with higher pitches. 

Likewise, the tonal correspondence in (18) also reveals similar tendency. However, 

tonal association in larger music domains like (17) and (18) involves too much 

musical theoretical background, such as the parsing of musical phrases, and thus the 

issue will not be further discussed in this thesis. 

 

(17) 

 

 

(18) 
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3.5  Summary  

 In this chapter, the interaction of language and music is inspected in three main 

aspects, namely structure, rhythm, and tonal shapes. The observations reveal that all 

of Jiang’s 17 songs apply a binary structure to separate verses or music into two 

sections, except for zuiyinshang shiaoping. In addition, the numbers of music 

notations and syllables are identical and mutually predictable. Such correspondence is 

therefore based on a one-to-one relationship. As for rhythm is concerned, the rhythmic 

patterns are classified by hemistichs. Notations with rest are more often associated to 

rhymed syllables. In non-rhyming positions, the rhythmic mapping is under less 

restriction. In addition, the accordance of language and music rhythm is performed by 

retaining metrics in music. For example, when a string of syllables are associated to 

notations without rest, the equal length of each syllable reflects the syllable-timing 

mechanism of Chinese language. However, associating a notation with rest to the 

rhymed syllable of a hemistich realizes metrics in music form. Furthermore, 

continuous pauses which do not occur in verses are not found in music form, either. 

Finally, the accordance of melodic and tonal shapes also contributes to the harmony of 

language and music interaction. When a foot carries different tonal categories, the 

Even tone is associated to the music notation in a higher pitch. However, when the 

association principle is in conflict with the rhyming rule, the tonal correspondence is 
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suspended.    

 

 


	According to Mair and Mei (1991), the tonal system used in Song Dynasty consist of four tones, namely ping (Even), shang (rising), qu (departing), ru (entering). Unfortunately, the works by those who set the rules of the four tones for Chinese verses no longer exist. The original tonal qualities can only be depicted by their names. Generally speaking, the ping tone is flat, higher in pitch, brighter in sound quality and has longer duration. The shang, qu and ru tones are grouped as ze (Oblique), which means short and rapid. In this thesis, the tonal category is based on the grouping of Even and Oblique in the rhyme dictionaries of the Middle Chinese period and it is taken as a given that the pitch of Even tone is higher than that of the Oblique tone. 

